
HS2 IMPLEMENTATION ADVISORY GROUP - 19 July 2018

MINUTES

Present: Councillors: A Rolf (Chairman), D Bell, B Holmes and 
K Macnaughton, Dame C Spelman MP.

Councillor I Courts, Cabinet Member for Managed Growth

Officers:

Representatives:

James Carpenter – Head of Planning Design and Engagement
Joseph Bright – Democratic Services Officer

Jonathan Lord – Senior Engagement Manager, HS2 Ltd
Andy de Bell – Community Engagement Manager, Balfour Beatty 
Vinci (BBV)

Apologies: Councillors: T Dicicco and T Richards OBE

1. APPOINTMENT OF CHAIRMAN 

Nominations were sought for the election of Chairman for 2018/19.

RESOLVED
That Councillor A Rolf be elected Chairman of the HS2 Implementation 
Advisory Group for the Municipal Year 2018/19.

2. APPOINTMENT OF VICE-CHAIRMAN 

Nominations were sought for the appointment of Vice-Chairman for 2018/19.

RESOLVED
That Councillor T Richards OBE be appointed Vice-Chairman of the HS2 
Implementation Advisory Group for the Municipal Year 2018/19.

3. APOLOGIES 

Councillors T Dicicco and T Richards OBE submitted their apologies.

4. DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST 

There were no declarations of interest.

5. QUESTIONS AND DEPUTATIONS 

Requests to address the Advisory Group were submitted by Vicky Woodall, 
Hampton-in-Arden Parish Council, Richard Lloyd, Heart of England High Speed 
Railway Action Group and Sheila Cooper, local resident.

Vicky Woodall requested an update on the Bickenhill Waste Recycling Centre. 
The Community Engagement Manager, Balfour Beatty Vince, responded, 
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detailing how they were continuing to develop the design to minimise impact on 
the centre. He confirmed it should be possible to provide a further update on 
the future of the site at the next meeting.

Richard Lloyd addressed the Advisory Group, where the points raised included 
the following:

 Engagement issues – Richard Lloyd expressed concern about 
engagement issues as the HS2 Bill had gone through Parliament. It was 
also highlighted that, during this stage a significant volume of Council 
key asks had been identified – Richard Lloyd queried what had 
happened to the outstanding actions.

 Haul routes – Richard Lloyd explained he believed routes through 
villages were unacceptable. He also flagged up that a potential scheme 
from Berkswell Parish Council had been submitted to the Advisory 
Group 12 months ago, but no response had been received.

 Chelmsley Wood public space – Richard Lloyd expressed concern at the 
loss of green space and noise impact in this area, in particular at Heath 
Park.

 Archaeology – it was highlighted there was no procedure in place for 
protecting unrecognised assets during the preparatory and construction 
phases of HS2.

 Environmental – in respect of air quality, no baseline measurements had 
been identified. No detailed information on potential noise mitigation 
options had been provided yet.

 Ecology – concerns were expressed in regards to habitat and wildlife 
loss, as well as the severance of migration routes. Richard Lloyd also 
flagged up his opinion that assurances were provided that local Tree 
Wardens would be consulted on plantings.

 Structure design – no consultations had been held yet with local 
residents in regards to potential design options.

Jonathan Lord, Senior Engagement Manager, HS2 Ltd, emphasised he 
recognised Richard Lloyd’s concerns. He explained that HS2 Ltd since Royal 
Assent had been working on the procurement of contracts to design and 
construct the line. This was a lengthy and detailed process which has not yet 
reached conclusion. Further information should be available by the end of the 
year.

Jonathan Lord highlighted that an update on haul routes had been identified as 
part of the presentation from BBV. In regards to loss of green space at 
Chelmsley Wood, he detailed how they were working with the Council to 
identify options to help mitigate against this.

In regards to the points made in respect of archaeology and the engagement of 
local Tree Wardens, Jonathan Lord confirmed he would investigate these and 
provide a written response.

Jonathan Lord noted the points raised in regards to environment, ecology, air 
quality and noise. He highlighted how the anticipated environmental impact of 
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HS2 had been identified as part of the Environmental Statement and this 
provided a guide. It was agreed for an update on ecological issues to be 
scheduled for the next meeting

In regards to structure design, Jonathan Lord flagged up the HS2 Engagement 
Strategy he had previously updated the Advisory Group on. He detailed how 
this set out HS2 Ltd’s commitment to involve local representatives and create 
opportunities for them to input their views during the design phase of the 
project.

Shelia Cooper also made a deputation, where she highlighted the HS2 Ltd 
publication ‘More than a railway – HS2 and the natural environment.’ She 
expressed concern at the assertions made in this document, as well as the 
conceptual representations of the railway line.

Shelia Cooper stated that the development of HS2 would have a destructive 
impact upon biodiversity and the natural environment. She also emphasised 
that, in her view, it would result in the loss of a significant volume of wildlife 
habitats along the whole route, as well as ancient woodlands. Sheila Cooper 
detailed how she believed that replacement tree planting and transplanting 
ancient woodland soils would be ineffective. She also raised the issue of air 
quality and requested for effective data collection and monitoring to be 
undertaken along the route as soon as possible.

Dame Spelman noted the points Sheila Cooper made and emphasised she 
recognised the development of HS2 would result in losses of biodiversity. She 
flagged up that any biodiversity and environmental offsetting wouldn’t 
necessarily happen within exactly the same location, instead it would be 
undertaken across the whole HS2 route overall.

Dame Spelman highlighted a conference she had recently attended at 
Birmingham University, which set out ambitious plans to establish a West 
Midlands National Park. She also detailed how HS2 could offer opportunities to 
develop and enhance existing green spaces, such as the Tame Valley 
Wetlands and Blythe River Valley.

Dame Spelman also highlighted how there were a number of nature 
improvement areas within the West Midlands – she noted that environmental 
offsetting from HS2 could include making these areas more accessible to local 
residents. As an example, she flagged up how the Chelmsley Wood community 
was currently cut-off from a significant adjacent area of green space. 

The following questions were submitted by Andrew Burrow, of the Berkswell 
Society. It was agreed for these questions to be recorded as part of the 
minutes, with the following responses provided by the Council:

I am Secretary of the Berkswell Society. We worked closely with the SMBC 
HS2 Advisory Committee and Walter Bailey in the draft stages and petitioning 
stages of the HS2 project. By working together we achieved quite a lot for 
Berkswell. In particular: 
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1. Enhanced noise mitigation (through Society petition)
2. Pavements on the two new bridges at Lavender Hall Lane and Waste 

Lane (via SMBC)
3. An assurance that the trees on the greenway would not be clear cut and 

SMBC would be consulted on which trees would need to go for the 
construction phase (via SMBC)

4. SMBC would put a HGV ban on Old Waste Lane
5. The design of the viaduct/bridge would be subject to a special process to 

ensure as far as practical that it would suit the location and the local 
community would be consulted on that design (Berkswell was one of 
several locations on the line where this commitment (Assurance) was 
given.

I would like the opportunity to ask the Advisory Group for progress on items 3, 4 
and 5 of the above list at the meeting on 19th July

Council’s response, by the Group Manager for Transport and Infrastructure 
Commissioning:

‘In effect, there’s little progress made, primarily as we’re waiting to get a better 
understanding of HS2 Ltd.’s work programme and approach to construction.  
HS2 Ltd.’s contractors are required to take the Undertakings and Assurances 
(U&As) into account when developing their proposals and applying to SMBC for 
approval, and we’re yet to receive any such proposals.  We are, however, 
working with HS2 Ltd. to develop a process that ensures that all the U&As are 
being tracked and implemented.  We are also feeding into HS2 Ltd.’s design 
team to try to influence the design of viaducts such that local context is a key 
consideration when developing proposals; the aim being to ensure that an 
appropriate approach is taken towards design of infrastructure that will 
subsequently become the subject of public consultation / engagement.’

6. MINUTES 

The Advisory Group received the minutes of the meeting held on 15th March 
2018.

RESOLVED
That the minutes of the meeting held on 15th March 2018 be confirmed 
as a correct record.

7. HS2 LTD UPDATE 

Jonathan Lord, Senior Engagement Manager, HS2 Ltd, provided an update 
upon the proposed works to be undertaken over the next 6-8 months. He 
initially focused on the Balsall Common, Berkswell and Hampton in Arden 
areas, detailing the archaeological surveys and ecological mitigation works 
proposed to be undertaken. Jonathan Lord also explained the work to be 
completed as part of the construction of a compound in Balsall Common.
He also explained the on-going area wide wildlife translocation and ecological 
surveys that were being completed.
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Jonathan Lord also provided an update in respect of the Interchange Triangle, 
Birmingham Business Park and Bickenhill. He explained the engineering 
surveys, vegetation clearance and ground investigation works proposed to be 
undertaken. In addition, he detailed the works to be completed to construct a 
compound in the BIS Triangle.

Jonathan Lord emphasised they recognised the scale of the works in this area 
and noted the engagement activities that were proposed to be undertaken. He 
highlighted the drop in session that was scheduled to be held in Chelmsley 
Wood.

Dame Spelman highlighted the high voltage works that were scheduled to be 
undertaken in Heath Park. She requested for these works not to be undertaken 
during the summer holidays, so as not to restrict the range of activities children 
and young people could pursue during this time. Jonathan Lord confirmed he 
would flag this up with the relevant officers.

Andy de Bell, Community Engagement Manager, BBV, also provided an 
update, detailing the HS2 programme. It was noted there had been a slight 
extension in the design stage – however, it was emphasised this should not 
impact upon delivery, as it was anticipated more detailed preparatory works 
would be undertaken. Andy de Bell also provided an update on the ground 
investigation and surveys works being completed.

Andy de Bell informed Members of the work be undertaken to develop potential 
haulage and delivery routes. He detailed how one potential route being 
considered included the use of Hall Meadow Road. It was noted this should 
allow the establishment of a link from the roundabout to run behind the local 
garage and British Legion, as well as the development of car parking. Andy de 
Bell highlighted that a potential impact of using this route would be minimising 
the use of Waste Lane and Truggist Lane.

Members and local representatives noted the potential haulage and delivery 
routes. A number of observations were made, including the following:

 It was highlighted the area referred to could be subject to flooding and 
poor drainage.

 The issue of car parking at the Health Centre and Berkswell Station was 
highlighted. Members emphasised cars already parked along Station 
Road and Hall Meadow Road when there were insufficient spaces at the 
Station – they queried whether this would impact upon the viability of 
HGV lorries using the route.

 Members flagged up that the A452 was already heavily congested on a 
regular basis – they stressed the importance of establishing routes that 
allowed reasonably free movement of vehicles, to not exacerbate air 
quality levels.

Andy de Bell confirmed it was recognised engineering works were required to 
make the area a viable site for construction traffic. He also emphasised the 
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potential haul route allowed off-road vehicle movements and the development 
of car parking. It was noted that these works would fall outside the constraints 
set out in the Environmental Statement and Act. Andy de Bell also confirmed he 
would feed back the comments raised by Members and local representatives to 
the relevant officers.

Andy de Bell also highlighted the engagement planning being undertaken for 
the key design element of HS2. He detailed how public engagements were 
being planned for the Blythe Valley Viaduct and Balsall Common Viaduct prior 
to application during 2019.

8. ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITIES STEMMING FROM HS2 

Councillor Courts, Cabinet Member for Managed Growth, attended to provide 
an update on the Council’s activities to maximise the economic opportunities 
stemming from HS2.

Councillor Courts explained the role of UK Central, detailing how it was a 
vehicle created specifically to raise the profile of Solihull and realise the full 
economic potential of the HS2 Interchange Station and surrounding transport 
and business infrastructure. 

As part of his presentation, Councillor Courts raised the following points:

Connectivity – Councillor Courts explained how UK Central had focused upon 
ensuring effective transport connectivity, encompassing the two railways, the 
M42 gateway, as well as the airport. He also highlighted the East Birmingham 
to Solihull metro extension. It was emphasised this should all enable greater 
access to employment opportunities, especially in the North of the Borough, 
which had previously suffered from poor connectivity. Councillor Courts also 
highlighted the work being undertaken across the Borough to develop cycle 
networks, as well as establish electric vehicle networks – it was noted how this 
was linked with work being undertaken by the Combined Authority.

Skills – Councillor Courts flagged up how HS2 Ltd had decided to base the 
national construction headquarters in Birmingham. It was also noted how the 
city would also co-host the National College for High Speed Rail. Councillor 
Courts emphasised how it was a priority for the Combined Authority to step-up 
the local skills base, engaging HS2 Ltd and the supply chain, to ensure local 
residents could access employment and training opportunities as much as 
possible. 

Attracting businesses – it was emphasised how business were already being 
attracted to the area, as it was recognised HS2 would provide extra connectivity 
and drive economic activity. Councillor Courts also detailed how UK Central 
was working with HS2 Ltd to ensure economic benefits for local Small and 
Medium Enterprises, including through supply chain opportunities.

Housing opportunities and place making – Councillor Courts detailed how the 
development of HS2 provided opportunities to secure high quality local 
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housing. He also emphasised the importance of effective place making and 
quality design, to ensure the best possible local environment for people to live 
and work.

Members noted the intention to improve the local skills base, to ensure local 
people could pursue employment and training opportunities stemming from 
HS2. They queried whether minimum quotas had been established for this, to 
ensure the employment of local residents. 

Jonathan Lord, Senior Engagement Manager, HS2 Ltd, confirmed it was a 
requirement for HS2 and it’s contractors to ensure a certain volume of local 
residents were engaged in employment and apprenticeship opportunities. Andy 
de Bell, BBV, confirmed he could arrange for the relevant Officer to attend a 
future meeting, to provide a detailed update on employment opportunities.

Dame Spelman highlighted how similar employment targets had been set in the 
past in regards to other local projects; however, problems had been 
experienced, due to low attainment levels and a lack of available courses. She 
noted how Jaguar Land Rover had previously experienced similar problems 
when attempting to recruit local apprenticeships and commended the work they 
were now undertaking in partnership with Solihull College. Dame Spelman 
stressed the importance of going upstream, through engaging local Schools 
and Colleges at an early stage, ensuring relevant courses were available and 
enabling young people to gain the relevant skills. Members also noted the need 
to focus upon ways of encouraging more women to apply for roles in local 
major construction projects. 

Dame Spelman also emphasised the need to consider potential barriers young 
people from deprived areas might face when attempting to access any 
vacancies. It was noted they may not have access to IT to apply for roles 
online. Dame Spelman also flagged up they may not have access to private 
transport, limiting their ability to travel to construction sites situated in rural 
locations.

Dame Spelman also queried the potential of working in partnership with other 
local parallel construction projects – as an example, she flagged up how 
Birmingham Airport was upgrading its site, to ensure sufficient capacity for the 
Commonwealth Games.

Dame Spelman also raised the issue of the HS2 Ltd Community fund and 
expressed concern that no local groups had been successful so far in securing 
this funding for projects. It was noted groups within neighbouring Authorities 
had been successful in obtaining funding, including in Water Orton and Castle 
Vale. Dame Spelman explained how she had requested examples of 
successful projects and was informed it could include small scale works, such 
as the restoration of a Church roof. She stressed the need to engage local 
Parish Councils and Ward Councillors to raise awareness of how they could 
submit bids, as well as what they could bid for. Jonathan Lord confirmed he 
could request for Officers from Groundwork to attend a future meeting, to 
explain the application process. 
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RESOLVED
The HS2 Implementation Advisory Group received the presentation on 
the economic opportunities.

8.30 pm


